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ABSTRACT

We investigated new system software architectures that support mobile code, based on network (and distributed) computing. The primary goal was to support an application's reliance on network resources, rather than local ones (which are often scarce in defense mobile-computing situations), to meet their communication and computational demands. We have developed a powerful extension of the client/server model, which we call the Extended Client/Server (ECS) model of distributed computing. Rather than a client sending requests to a server and receiving its reply as in the traditional client/server model, the client produces a mobile code object called an active extension, which then carries out the request/response interaction with the server. This active extension can execute at the server, at the client, or (most importantly) at another location where, presumably, it can interact with the server more advantageously (e.g., with higher performance, higher reliability, or higher security) than if it was co-located with the client. We explored the design (and implementation) space for the ECS model, we completed multiple prototypes, implemented independently by different students, all of which provide basic support for remote computing, but each focusing on different areas of concern, such as security, resource allocation, client/agent and agent/server protocols, etc.

OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the strengths/weaknesses of the Extended Client/Server (ECS) model
2. Understand the dimensions of the design space for the ECS model
3. Explore the design space by developing prototypes; evaluate the prototypes and determine what the important variables are
4. Develop a single design for system-level mechanisms that support the ECS model based on the previous experience
5. Develop some prototype applications to exercise the ECS mechanisms to determine their effectiveness, insofar as performance, reliability, and security, are concerned

STATUS OF EFFORT

The research is now complete, and we have completed all of our objectives. In the following section, we describe research highlights and accomplishments.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Our primary contribution is a new model of distributed computing based on mobile code, called the Extended Client/Server (ECS) model. This model is especially applicable in challenging environments (e.g., defense), with mobile clients connected via wireless links, and promotes higher performance, reliability, and security. We briefly describe the model and its use.
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In the ECS model, we allow either the client or server to be decomposed into a base and (active) extension. In most cases, it will be the client that is extended, as it is typically the client that will connect via a wireless link. Because of the wide variety of user devices that will act as clients, especially in defense applications, the ability to tailor responses from existing servers, without forcing these servers to be aware of this variety and therefore have multiple versions of the same content, is critical.

Prior to contacting a server, the client would deploy an extension to a node that supports the execution of extensions. The most flexible approach is for the extension to be in the form of mobile code, which originates either with the client, or from a remote repository. In the latter case, the client would supply a reference (rather than the code itself) that would indicate where to retrieve the extension.

The middleware that supports this model is also structured according to the client/server model. An extension runs on an extension server, which provides its execution as a service. Obtaining this service might require authentication, a check on whether the extension is safe to run, and other controls of admission. Once accepted, the extension server would provide processing, memory, and communication resources (e.g., buffers, bandwidth) to effectively run the extension.

Once the client's base and extension are in place, whenever the client is to make a request to a server, this request may originate at the client base or its extension. If from the base, it first gets passed to the extension, and this transfer can occur using a specialized protocol, e.g., designed to specifically address wireless link issues. The extension also has the opportunity to modify the request, or keep a copy, before passing it to the server. As far as the server is concerned, it receives the request from the client, unaware that it came from the extension or that it originated at the base.

As implied above, the request may also originate from the extension. This might occur if the request that was saved as a copy at the extension is to be repeated; or, it might occur if the extension did not immediately forward the request after it was received, as in a real-time situation where the extension is to forward it at a specific time, avoiding the potential variability that might be introduced by a wireless link had the request been sent directly from the base.

While we have focused on the common case of extending the client, extending the server is useful also. The obvious scenario is where the server faces problems analogous to those we considered for clients: limited processing capabilities and connectivity via a wireless link. A good example is a small wireless monitoring device that senses its environment and acts as a simple server by accepting requests for the current state.

But there are other situations that motivate extending the server that have nothing to do with processing limitations or wireless connectivity. For example, a server extension can reduce the distance, and therefore latency, to a client by providing a presence and limited selection of services near the client. Such a service might be a cache: if the cache contains the content the client requests, it provides it without accessing the server base.

While this example shows how to improve performance as well as reliability (if the base is temporarily down, the extension can still provide limited services), extending the server can also be applied to improve security. Consider the problem of denial of service attacks, where the server is bombarded with requests and effectively shutting it down. Now consider a server that launched numerous extensions, thus allowing the server to now have multiple presences. A client would send its requests to one of them (which it sees as the actual server) that would then simply be passed along to the server base. A denial of service attack upon one of the extensions would be isolated to the machine serving it (which would need to be able to recognize such an attack and then not pass along the requests).

One of our objectives was to explore the design space of the ECS model. We now describe three projects in this regard. These projects focus on various practical aspects of the issues presented above, and show how we realized them in useful working systems. We first describe a Java-based implementation of middleware that supports extensions. Next, we describe a system that specifically deals with extending Web applications to customize content for non-standard user devices. Finally, we describe a system that supports protocol agents and their pattern-based development.

Java Active Extensions

The Java Active Extensions middleware system addresses the practical issues involved with distributing an endpoint's functionality by providing mechanisms to load, execute, and interact with code at a remote location. We use Java as the implementation language for these mechanisms because of Java's widespread availability, platform independence, and support for mobile code (e.g. dynamic code loading from remote
sources, fine-grained security policies, and object serialization). The results of our work include an API that specifies the syntax and semantics of components in the system, a middleware implementation that fulfills the system components of the API, and test results that indicate the overhead introduced by an implementation of our model is acceptable compared to common network operations.

A Java Active Extension (JAE) is a Java object containing code intended for execution at a remote location. An application dynamically loads a JAE to a remote host that is willing to execute the JAE on the application's behalf. The JAE enables the application to use the resources of the remote machine in a manner specific to its present needs (and future needs, if the JAE adapts to changing conditions). The ability to execute code remotely enables an endpoint to deploy an extension that implements customized communication with the endpoint's base.

The machines that execute JAEs are part of an Extension System. An Extension System manages the resources of a set of machines willing to host JAEs. A client of an Extension System must first reserve a set of resources before any of its JAEs can be loaded to the system. An Extension System involves five core components: (1) JAE — A Java object written by the application developer to perform the necessary remote tasks. At runtime, the endpoint loads the JAE to a suitable remote machine for execution; (2) Manager — Resource broker for an Extension System. This component is responsible for servicing resource reservation requests from clients in accordance to an Extension System's policy; (3) ExtensionServer — An execution environment for JAEs. The ExtensionServer represents a set of resources allocated to a client of an Extension System by a Manager. The client may load multiple JAEs to the ExtensionServer for simultaneous execution; (4) ExtensionHandle — An application's link to a loaded JAE. The application may use this object to communicate control data to the running JAE; (5) ExtensionCommunicator — Fulfills the JAE's side of the communication channel by enabling control data communication with the corresponding ExtensionHandle.

Application developers are only responsible for implementing the JAE they wish to execute remotely. Extension System middleware provides implementations of the remaining components.

In addition to executing JAEs, an Extension System provides a rudimentary data channel to address the need to bootstrap the base and extension with information required for more sophisticated communication. The communication mechanism is a queue of messages accessed by the ExtensionHandle in the endpoint's base and the ExtensionCommunicator in the endpoint's extension. Messages are any Java objects agreed upon by the base and extension.

Web Customizers

The Web Stream Customizer (WSC) Architecture tailors the Extended Client/Server distributed computing paradigm specifically to Web browsing. Customizers are distributed web customization software modules that are dynamically deployed and used by clients during a Web session (although servers and even third parties can deploy and use them). Customizers are seamlessly integrated with the basic Web transaction model, simplifying their programming and operation. This is because the WSC system exploits the Web's proxy capabilities, and makes use of standard code mobility mechanisms (with Java as the language of choice given its portability). Thus, importantly, Customizers will work with standard browsers and Web servers, without requiring any modifications to them.

A key feature of the WSC architecture is that it supports cooperative customization at two points along the path between client and server. Many types of customizations require such cooperation and distribution of functionality. For example, data compression (e.g., to reduce bandwidth requirements, and perhaps latency) requires that compressing be done before the data crosses any relatively low-bandwidth links, and that decompressing be done afterwards. To accomplish this, a Customizer is comprised of two components: a local component (LC) and a remote component (RC). The LC runs on a Local Customizer Server (LC-Server), and the RC runs on a Remote Customizer Server (RC-Server).

In order to use Customizers, the Web browser is configured to use the LC-Server as its proxy, so that its requests are automatically forwarded to the LC-Server. Thus, when a Customizer is being used, the request passes from the client to the LC, then to the RC, and then to the server (and vice-versa for responses in the opposite direction, from server to RC to LC to client). The LC and RC have the opportunity to modify the request and the response when they are received, before they are forwarded along the communication path.

There will generally be many Customizers, each one being a separate (LC, RC) pair, simultaneously active on behalf of a single client. All of the LCs (for that client) will run on a single LC-
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